
TAX = THEFT 

 
But too many politicians, public servants, media etc have forgotten this! 50+ years of bureaucratic 
socialism, especially around Canberra has encouraged a basic attitude that Australia will eventually 
become a socialist state. Where high taxation, high welfare and government control of everything, is 
considered an inevitable outcome!? SAY WHAT!!? In the real world average Aussies survive off their 
own wits in a Capitalist society, which Australia IS!  
 
The language used in the media is especially very socialist, words like; 
 

(1) “Poor” – implying a innocent child or a 3rd world survivor when referring to a Australian with 
little money, when their own mismanagement of their life is the main cause of their 
situation. Equating Australians with 3rd World people is an insult to the “actual” poor! A 
more accurate word would be – “drifter” or “reactive” 

(2) “Rich” – implies Dickensian sweat-shop owner, when most well-to-do people do so off their 
own hard work. 

(3) “Tax” – implying it’s acceptable to steal money off one Australian to give to another. This is 
blatant criminality and should be recognised as such. A more accurate word would be “ 
theft” and “theftation”, to continually remind everyone of the basic fact. 

 
The ABC, TV and Radio are major contributors of this socialist corruption of the media. Many 
examples could be given here but space prohibits.  
 
 More and more new theft with very little theft reduction. Mining theft is just stealing off aussie 
shareholders. These people are trying to make money the responsible, honest way, why are they 
being penalised? WHY?  To pay for inept government waste?, To satisfy the hidden socialist agenda 
of the “Greens”? or to line the pockets of Baby boomers who forget (couldn’t be bothered) saving 
for their retirement!? Obviously our voting system gives far too much power to the leeches in 
society! It’s funny that a win on the Lottery, Pokies, Nags is all theft free but if you buy shares and 
make a windfall, the theft department will take half your profits! Obviously a theft system designed 
to protect Labor voters. 
 
The recent Henry tax review was a FARCE, guided by the Socialist Labor government to produce a 
biased report, which it achieved in spades. Henry was not allowed to look at Welfare, even though 
welfare and taxation go together like two halves of the same coin. Meaningful tax reform cannot be 
achieved without meaningful welfare reform.  This country NEEDS a 20% flat tax and an adjustable 
welfare system to pay for it. Welfare and health should be restricted to 30% of the budget, not 70%! 
 
Sky-rocketing electricity prices is also another form of theft! Electricity is ESSENTIAL for modern life, 
something all people cannot do without and yet government see this as another opportunity to steal 
from the plebs. Any ETS will just double this problem. Already people who cannot afford their 
electricity heating bills are turning to wood-burning heaters, which will GREATLY POLLUTE the air! 
especially in Suburbia. Councils should be banning wood heaters in Suburbs close to cities but they 
do NOTHING. The silence is deafening while the air is unbreathable on a cold day. Wood smoke is 
apparently more of a carcinogen than smoking cigarettes, again our politicians and councillors are 
silent. 
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